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Hinweise zur Kompensationsprüfung

Diese Kompensationsprüfung besteht aus drei Aufgaben:
�� zwei Aufgaben aus dem Bereich Leseverstehen
�� einer monologischen Sprechaufgabe

Bei der Bearbeitung der drei Aufgaben sind keine Hilfsmittel erlaubt.
Die Vorbereitungszeit beträgt mind. 30 Minuten. Die Prüfungszeit beträgt maximal 25 Minuten:

Dauer Leseverstehen: Dauer der Sprechaufgabe:

�� Leseaufgabe 1: max. 10 Minuten
�� Leseaufgabe 2: max. 10 Minuten

�� erste lebende Fremdsprache B2: max. 7 Minuten
�� zweite lebende Fremdsprache B1: max. 5 Minuten

Leseverstehen: 
Es sind zwei Leseaufgaben zu lösen, die jeweils aus zwei Teilen bestehen:

Lesetext 1:  Teil 1 – Detailfragen zum Text 
Teil 2 – Globalfrage zum Text 

Lesetext 2:  Teil 1 – Detailfragen zum Text 
Teil 2 – Globalfrage zum Text

zu Teil 1 – Detailfragen zum Text: 
Schreiben Sie Ihre Antworten auf das dafür vorgesehene Antwortblatt. 
Jede richtige Antwort wird mit einem Punkt bewertet. Bei jeder Leseaufgabe finden Sie eine Angabe 
zu den maximal erreichbaren Punkten.

zu Teil 2 – Globalfrage zum Text:
Bereiten Sie Ihre Antwort zur Globalfrage innerhalb der Vorbereitungszeit (ggf. schriftlich) vor und 
geben Sie den Inhalt des Texts im Prüfungsgespräch mündlich wieder. 
Sie können bei der Globalfrage maximal 3 Punkte erreichen. 

Sprechen: 
Ihr Monolog wird nach den folgenden Kriterien beurteilt:

�� Erfüllung der Aufgabenstellung
�� Spektrum sprachlicher Mittel
�� Sprachrichtigkeit

Sie können für den Sprechauftrag maximal 10 Punkte erreichen. 

Die Beurteilung der mündlichen Kompensationsprüfung ergibt sich aus der gemeinsamen Beurteilung 
der beiden Kompetenzbereiche Leseverstehen und Sprechen. Für eine positive Beurteilung dieser 
Kompensationsprüfung müssen insgesamt 16 Punkte von 27 Punkten erreicht werden. 

Maximalpunkteanzahl: 27

Notendefinition:
16 – 18: Genügend
19 – 21: Befriedigend
22 – 24: Gut
25 – 27: Sehr gut

Über die Gesamtbeurteilung entscheidet die Prüfungskommission; jedenfalls werden sowohl die von 
der Kandidatin / vom Kandidaten im Rahmen der Kompensationsprüfung erbrachte Leistung als auch 
das Ergebnis der Klausurarbeit dafür herangezogen.

Viel Erfolg!
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1 LESEN Teil 1: 6 P.  |  Teil 2: 3 P.
1.  Read the text, then choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D) for questions 1–6. Put a cross () 

in the correct box on the answer sheet. The first one (0) has been done for you. 

2.  What is the text about? Present the most important points of the text.

Romani

EVERY two weeks a language disappears. By 2100 nearly 
half of the 6,000 spoken today may be gone. Migration, 
either between countries or from the countryside to cities, 
is one reason: though new arrivals generally stick with 
their mother tongue, at least at home, their children rarely 
do. The dominance of English is another. But one tongue 
bucking the trend is Romani, spoken by 4m of the roughly 
11m Roma people worldwide. Its health attests to the 
importance of language in shaping identity.

Unlike most languages, Romani has no country to call home. 
Its roots lie in India, but since the 10th century its speakers 
have scattered and kept moving. One result is that they are 
everywhere a linguistic minority. Another is that 150 different 
dialects are in use. “Anglo-Romani”, spoken in Britain, differs widely from dialects in France, Bulgaria 
and Latvia. One Roma man in New Zealand speaks a dialect previously only heard in Wales.

The 290,000 native Swedish speakers in Finland show no signs of dropping their language – 
but it is their country’s second official one, compulsory in all schools and spoken by 9.5m Swedes 
next door. Irish hangs on partly because of government spending on translating road signs and 
documents, broadcasting, teaching and extra marks for brave students who use the tongue in their 
final school exams.

But without a government to champion it, Romani is used mostly in the home. Academics and linguists 
have written it down and tried to standardise it, but many of those who speak it do not read it. America 
printed a Romani guide to its 2000 census form, but that is a rarity; it almost never features in official 
documents.

The lack of texts complicates attempts to teach it formally. Roma Kulturklass, a Swedish-Romani 
language school, is one of a handful in the world. Its 35 pupils study everything except Swedish and 
English in both Romani and Swedish. But with few textbooks, says Angelina Dimiter-Taikon, the head 
teacher, staff must make do with their own translations.

All this should mean Romani is on its deathbed. But its apparent weaknesses – its minority status and 
scattered speakers – are now what sustains it. One reason is its usefulness as a method of private 
communication for an oppressed people. It comes into its own when the police come to evict Roma 
from settlements, says Damian Le Bas, a British Roma and writer. Around 20,000 Roma migrants were 
evicted from camps in France last year, according to the Human Rights League, a charity.

Despite all those dialects, Romani also allows Roma of different nationalities to communicate. Where 
repression was particularly fierce, immigration is even dragging it back from the edge of extinction. 
Fewer than 1% of the 750,000 Roma in Spain speak Romani, partly because the language was 
banned in the 18th century. But Romani speakers from eastern Europe are leading a revival.

Like many pursuits with sizeable but thinly spread support, Romani-speaking is boosted by the 
internet. Young people are improvising, finding ways to write text messages and site comments in 

Romani, says Yaron Matras of Manchester University. The growth of evangelical Christianity among 
the Roma provides another venue for the tongue. Shaun and Shelley, an English Roma and an Irish 
traveller in Blackpool, started to learn it when eastern European migrants came to their church in 2001. 
Romani “came back with the Gospels,” says Shelley. Such fervour will help it thrive.

0 Ethnic groups tend to lose their own language if  

A   the younger generation only speaks the language at home.
B   they move to settle in another place.
C  it is difficult for children to learn.  
D   English is the official language of the country they live in. 

1 Romani is a language that

A   demonstrates the importance of culture in our lives.
B   has much in common with other minority languages.
C   is largely associated with one particular country.
D   shows the relationship between language and self-image.

2 What Swedish and Irish have in common is their

A   popularity among young people.
B   role as official languages in neighbouring countries.
C   inclusion in education.
D   being taught by teachers with a state qualification.

3 The problem for Romani is that

A   many speakers are poor readers.
B   the only school teaching it successfully is in Sweden.
C   it receives too little official support.
D   documents and texts are badly translated.

4 It is a surprising fact that Romani is 

A   surviving.
B   dying out.
C   still discriminated against. 
D   mainly used when dealing with the authorities.

5 As a result of recent immigration, 

A   there are now more Romani dialects than before.
B   Romani is more common than it was.
C   the ban on Romani has been lifted.
D   Romani speakers are even less integrated than before.

6 Young Romani speakers are

A   encouraging non-Roma people to learn Romani. 
B   using religion as a way of solving their problems.
C   finding little support on the internet.
D   being creative and innovative.
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(Fortsetzung 1)

 Teil 1: 6 P.  |  Teil 2: 3 P.
1.  Read the text, then choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D) for questions 1–6. Put a cross () 

in the correct box on the answer sheet. The first one (0) has been done for you. 

2.  What is the text about? Present the most important points of the text.

Romani

EVERY two weeks a language disappears. By 2100 nearly 
half of the 6,000 spoken today may be gone. Migration, 
either between countries or from the countryside to cities, 
is one reason: though new arrivals generally stick with 
their mother tongue, at least at home, their children rarely 
do. The dominance of English is another. But one tongue 
bucking the trend is Romani, spoken by 4m of the roughly 
11m Roma people worldwide. Its health attests to the 
importance of language in shaping identity.

Unlike most languages, Romani has no country to call home. 
Its roots lie in India, but since the 10th century its speakers 
have scattered and kept moving. One result is that they are 
everywhere a linguistic minority. Another is that 150 different 
dialects are in use. “Anglo-Romani”, spoken in Britain, differs widely from dialects in France, Bulgaria 
and Latvia. One Roma man in New Zealand speaks a dialect previously only heard in Wales.

The 290,000 native Swedish speakers in Finland show no signs of dropping their language – 
but it is their country’s second official one, compulsory in all schools and spoken by 9.5m Swedes 
next door. Irish hangs on partly because of government spending on translating road signs and 
documents, broadcasting, teaching and extra marks for brave students who use the tongue in their 
final school exams.

But without a government to champion it, Romani is used mostly in the home. Academics and linguists 
have written it down and tried to standardise it, but many of those who speak it do not read it. America 
printed a Romani guide to its 2000 census form, but that is a rarity; it almost never features in official 
documents.

The lack of texts complicates attempts to teach it formally. Roma Kulturklass, a Swedish-Romani 
language school, is one of a handful in the world. Its 35 pupils study everything except Swedish and 
English in both Romani and Swedish. But with few textbooks, says Angelina Dimiter-Taikon, the head 
teacher, staff must make do with their own translations.

All this should mean Romani is on its deathbed. But its apparent weaknesses – its minority status and 
scattered speakers – are now what sustains it. One reason is its usefulness as a method of private 
communication for an oppressed people. It comes into its own when the police come to evict Roma 
from settlements, says Damian Le Bas, a British Roma and writer. Around 20,000 Roma migrants were 
evicted from camps in France last year, according to the Human Rights League, a charity.

Despite all those dialects, Romani also allows Roma of different nationalities to communicate. Where 
repression was particularly fierce, immigration is even dragging it back from the edge of extinction. 
Fewer than 1% of the 750,000 Roma in Spain speak Romani, partly because the language was 
banned in the 18th century. But Romani speakers from eastern Europe are leading a revival.

Like many pursuits with sizeable but thinly spread support, Romani-speaking is boosted by the 
internet. Young people are improvising, finding ways to write text messages and site comments in 

Romani, says Yaron Matras of Manchester University. The growth of evangelical Christianity among 
the Roma provides another venue for the tongue. Shaun and Shelley, an English Roma and an Irish 
traveller in Blackpool, started to learn it when eastern European migrants came to their church in 2001. 
Romani “came back with the Gospels,” says Shelley. Such fervour will help it thrive.

0 Ethnic groups tend to lose their own language if  

A   the younger generation only speaks the language at home.
B   they move to settle in another place.
C  it is difficult for children to learn.  
D   English is the official language of the country they live in. 

1 Romani is a language that

A   demonstrates the importance of culture in our lives.
B   has much in common with other minority languages.
C   is largely associated with one particular country.
D   shows the relationship between language and self-image.

2 What Swedish and Irish have in common is their

A   popularity among young people.
B   role as official languages in neighbouring countries.
C   inclusion in education.
D   being taught by teachers with a state qualification.

3 The problem for Romani is that

A   many speakers are poor readers.
B   the only school teaching it successfully is in Sweden.
C   it receives too little official support.
D   documents and texts are badly translated.

4 It is a surprising fact that Romani is 

A   surviving.
B   dying out.
C   still discriminated against. 
D   mainly used when dealing with the authorities.

5 As a result of recent immigration, 

A   there are now more Romani dialects than before.
B   Romani is more common than it was.
C   the ban on Romani has been lifted.
D   Romani speakers are even less integrated than before.

6 Young Romani speakers are

A   encouraging non-Roma people to learn Romani. 
B   using religion as a way of solving their problems.
C   finding little support on the internet.
D   being creative and innovative.
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2 LESEN Teil 1: 5 P.  |  Teil 2: 3 P.
1.  Read the text. First decide whether the statements (1–5) are true (T) or false (F) and put a 

cross () in the correct box on the answer sheet. Then identify the sentence in the text which 
supports your decision. Write the first four words of this sentence in the space provided. 
There may be more than one correct answer; write down only one. The first one (0) has been 
done for you.

2.  What is the text about? Present the most important points of the text.

Solar eclipsed

It seems like boom times for U.S. solar. With 
demand skyrocketing, about $11 billion 
worth of solar power is set to be installed this 
year, and more than five times that amount 
is coming down the pike. Solar is employing 
100,000 Americans, a number that rose by 
7% last year even as overall employment 
barely grew at all.

But even as solar power thrives in the U.S., 
many think the business could be growing 
faster – and creating more American 
jobs – if it weren't for alleged foul play by 
China, the country's biggest solar rival. 
"The Chinese are eating our lunch," said 
Michigan Representative John Dingell, a 
Democrat, during a congressional hearing 
on renewable-energy funding. The feeling 
resonates with politicians who fear the U.S. 
is losing its edge because of unfair trade 
practices abroad, especially in China. In 
his State of the Union speech last month, 
President Obama vowed to take action 
"when our competitors don't play by the 
rules." But despite the ripe political climate 

for erecting trade barriers, the solar industry 
is split about the merits of protection.

The division is simple. If you're a customer 
buying solar panels or running a business 
that installs or services them, you're doing 
well. But if you make solar modules –
especially in the U.S. – your balance sheet 
looks ugly. That's because solar power is 
getting much cheaper: prices for modules 
have dropped 40% over the past five years. 
"The good news for solar is that it's rapidly 
getting less expensive," says Kevin Lapidus, 
a senior vice president at the solar-services 
company SunEdison. "Eventually we'll sell 
solar the same way we sell anything."

But some U.S. manufacturers believe cheap 
imports from Chinese panelmakers, which 
receive billions of dollars in aid from Beijing, 
are causing the nosedive in solar prices. As 
a result, China now produces three-fifths of 
the world's solar panels – a proportion that 
is likely to increase. "Western manufacturers 
cannot survive this," says Ben Santarris, 
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(Fortsetzung 2) Teil 1: 5 P.  |  Teil 2: 3 P.
1.  Read the text. First decide whether the statements (1–5) are true (T) or false (F) and put a 

cross () in the correct box on the answer sheet. Then identify the sentence in the text which 
supports your decision. Write the first four words of this sentence in the space provided. 
There may be more than one correct answer; write down only one. The first one (0) has been 
done for you.

2.  What is the text about? Present the most important points of the text.

Solar eclipsed

It seems like boom times for U.S. solar. With 
demand skyrocketing, about $11 billion 
worth of solar power is set to be installed this 
year, and more than five times that amount 
is coming down the pike. Solar is employing 
100,000 Americans, a number that rose by 
7% last year even as overall employment 
barely grew at all.

But even as solar power thrives in the U.S., 
many think the business could be growing 
faster – and creating more American 
jobs – if it weren't for alleged foul play by 
China, the country's biggest solar rival. 
"The Chinese are eating our lunch," said 
Michigan Representative John Dingell, a 
Democrat, during a congressional hearing 
on renewable-energy funding. The feeling 
resonates with politicians who fear the U.S. 
is losing its edge because of unfair trade 
practices abroad, especially in China. In 
his State of the Union speech last month, 
President Obama vowed to take action 
"when our competitors don't play by the 
rules." But despite the ripe political climate 

for erecting trade barriers, the solar industry 
is split about the merits of protection.

The division is simple. If you're a customer 
buying solar panels or running a business 
that installs or services them, you're doing 
well. But if you make solar modules –
especially in the U.S. – your balance sheet 
looks ugly. That's because solar power is 
getting much cheaper: prices for modules 
have dropped 40% over the past five years. 
"The good news for solar is that it's rapidly 
getting less expensive," says Kevin Lapidus, 
a senior vice president at the solar-services 
company SunEdison. "Eventually we'll sell 
solar the same way we sell anything."

But some U.S. manufacturers believe cheap 
imports from Chinese panelmakers, which 
receive billions of dollars in aid from Beijing, 
are causing the nosedive in solar prices. As 
a result, China now produces three-fifths of 
the world's solar panels – a proportion that 
is likely to increase. "Western manufacturers 
cannot survive this," says Ben Santarris, 

0 Recently, the general U.S. employment rate has gone up significantly.

1 There are concerns that foreign tactics are weakening American competitive 
advantages.

2 American manufacturers of solar panels are making profits.

3 The Chinese producers no longer get financial support by the government.

4 A European company started legal procedures against China.

5 The American government is willing to risk China’s displeasure to protect their 
interests.  

spokesman for the U.S. arm of SolarWorld, a 
major German panelmaker.

Last year, those concerns prompted 
SolarWorld, on behalf of seven solar 
manufacturers, to file a complaint of unfair 
trade practices by China. The Department of 
Commerce is investigating the case and is 
scheduled to make a decision by March 2. 
If Commerce and the U.S. International 
Trade Commission side with SolarWorld, 
the government could slap hefty tariffs on 
imported Chinese panels – as much as 50% 
to 100% of the modules' value. The Obama 
Administration has punted on the issue in the 
past, partly out of fear of igniting a trade war 
with Beijing, which has already threatened 
retaliatory action.

There are other qualms. While tariffs might 
help some U.S. manufacturers in the short 
term, both consumers and the larger 
domestic solar industry would likely suffer 
if the resulting higher prices hampered 
demand. A recent study commissioned by 
the Coalition for Affordable Solar Energy 
(CASE) – a trade group of solar companies 
that oppose tariffs – found that a 100% tariff 
on imported modules would result in a net 
loss of as many as 50,000 jobs in the U.S. 
over the next three years and would cost 
consumers up to $2.6 billion; a 50% tariff 
could eliminate up to 43,000 jobs and cost 
consumers up to $2.3 billion. "The analysis 
makes it clear that tariffs on polysilicon solar 
cells would be devastating for American 
workers," says Jigar Shah, president of 
CASE. 
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3 SPRECHEN 10 P.

Company donation
Your class wants to support a school project in a developing country and is looking for sponsors. 
You have decided to ask an international company in your area to join the project. Today you 
are meeting the representatives of the company.

  
In your talk you should: 

�� outline the aims of the project as presented in the pictures 
�� point out what your class has already done to raise money
�� argue how the company will benefit from supporting the project 

You should talk for 5 to 7 minutes.


